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Guest poster Brian McGee began playing the fifth edition Dungeons &amp; Dragons with my home group earlier this year, quickly discovering the enthusiastic enjoyment of the world's largest role-playing game. After a few sessions playing in my Spelljammer campaign, a single shot as a grumpy tribe and a Sunless Citadel pickup session was all-in as a
dungeon master. We all had a good time playing in his iteration of Matt Colville's Delian Tomb, and when his turn behind the screen returned around Brian he wanted to execute Tomb of Annihilation. We decided to use the same party with which we started their game and took them on the trip to Chult. When the Tomb of Annihilation landed on my desk, we
just played our first session. Since Brian expressed an interest in writing for Nerdarchy, I passed him the guide as a resource for our game and his first writing task. – Nerditor Doug As the Dungeon Master running the Annihilation Tomb adventure for our home group, Nerditor Doug passed along the Tomb of Annihilation Companion by Dungeon Master's
Guild best-seller author Sean McGovern and wanted my thoughts on it. The guide is approximately 50 pages long and can be divided into about five sections: Port Nyanzaru, jungle exploration, Omu city, new subracees and objects, and global expansion. Let's take a look at what's on offer, starting at the top. Port Nyanzaru From the beginning, the Dinosaur
Racing Alternative Rules from the first chapter might be the best alternative concept given in this guide. I found the original version a little tedious to run and it didn't fit well overall. Port Nyanzaru is probably a big, confusing and foreign city for its players. Alternative rules offer a perfect way to get around the city, as well as deliver an intense action scene.
Having the race in stages instead of achieving an arbitrary foot length, as well as imagining runners moving in a tight package, help keep this encounter brief and lively. Following the racing chapter and rounding the expansion of the port, the idea of water pipe transport is introduced. These seem to work well and could add a moment or two. However, for me,
I don't see them as a great fit. Travel is not very restricted in the city; these are purely just for a little flavor. Jungle Exploration Like adventure, most of the guide takes care of moving through, and surviving, the deadly jungle of Chult. It is given a 30-day design for encounters, foraging and other events that can happen. While a DM might run write each day
pending player actions, I think this is best used as a template to structure the value of a few days of encounters at once. It adds a bit of cohesion and makes the Run smoother on the table, however, there is still room to throw in a random encounter and your players are not on the rail. An assembly chapter is also offered in case your group isn't as interested
in the daily walk or if things in Tomb of Annihilation just need along. My group of players took a surprisingly fast path to Omu without knowing it. They have some clear objectives and points of interest on your map that should take them directly to the main sample. Still, Chult is huge and will spend a lot of time traveling. I would have liked to see Artus
Cimber's encounters a little more involved, however every prefabricated day offered is entertaining and can be dropped anywhere on his player journey. Lost City of Omu After the exploration sections, the Tomb of Companion Annihilation dives into Omu - the lost city that everyone is looking for. The detail and additions here are excellent. However, I'm not
sure how many groups will need it sadly. If a party did a quick job of getting here, or just had no interest and a large part of the exploration is done by hand this section will be essential. Most parts will have had enough under their belts once they find the city, and the standard adventure has a good amount to do. Personally I will try to grab one or two of your
building and find ideas, but I think it can be difficult to introduce this chapter a lot. New items and options At the end of the guide, we get some new magical items and subraces to play with. The items add a lot of weight to their named counterparts in the original adventure without pulling too much of the scales. Speaking of balance, two new subracees are
introduced: albino dwarf and yuan-ti. Any added dwarf content is fine in my book, and the yuan-ti sounds like a lot of fun with a negative side. The racial characteristics of yuan-ti are very strong here. It is noted that this character might be a little too powerful. I would really consider what players at my table like and how they enjoy the game before allowing this
option. The template is there, however, and a DM could adjust it if he or she felt it necessary. The promotional art of Tomb of Annihilation illustrates the types of dangers in the jungles of Chult. A zombie zombie T-Rex? Gross. Saddle that dino and move! [Art of The Wizards of the Coast] Building the world The ultimate focus on guidance I would say is only
the overall enrichment of the world in all areas. A good job is done by adding in detail and expanding minor characters, places and articles throughout the adventure. All the funny bits that mocked us about the ToA preview find ways to get implemented from the zombie surprises T-Rex to the batiri goblin stack coming out. Overall, this complementary guide
seemed very useful, fun and almost essential to execute Tomb of Annihilation. Some parts that an individual may never need, such as expanded Omu details, but for others these approaches will be a lifesaver for a DM. Ready to go to Nerditor Doug here to say thank you to Brian for not only contributing his writing to Nerdarchy, but also joining my home
group and taking the extra step to give a chance to be a dungeon master. And thank you to Sean McGovern for providing a copy of the Annihilation Companion's Tomb for Nerdarchy to preview for our We have another upcoming preview of one of Sean's other books, as well as some Nerdarchy exclusives from this imaginative author who excites us a lot.
You may be getting ready to lead Tomb of Annihilation for your D&amp;D group. You may have started the adventure or even played through the whole thing and plan to run it again with new players. Sean McGovern's Annihilation Companion's Tomb is available here through the Dungeon Master Guild. The digital book is $4.99, and while you're there you
can check out other Sean bestsellers like Emirikol's Guide to Devils, A Guide to Curse of Strahd and A Guide to Storm King's Thunder. You can also use Nerdarchy's exclusive DTRPG-Nerdarchy coupon code and get a 10 percent discount on any order of $10 or more, usable once per customer. [This coupon code applies only to digital products.] Head to
Power Score, Sean McGovern's website, to find more of this creator as links to live game videos, other products you've written, your blog, and a podcast file including games set in the Planescape campaign environment. And as always, stay nervous! [amazon_link asins''0786966106,B071LF9DJ3,1945625937''ProductCarousel' store''nerdarchy -20' market
'US' link_id '51b95d8f-df11-11e7-a8db-75c80a3805d7'] The copyrights protected by Digiprove © 2017 Nerdarchy LLC Dungeons &amp; Dragons and D&amp;D are the property of Wizards of the Coast LLC in the U.S. and other countries. ©2020 Wizards.D&amp;D Compendium is not affiliated, endorsed, sponsored or specifically approved by Wizards of the
Coast LLC. Tomb of Annihilation Art Art by Ben Oliver, 2017Remarks RequiredDungeons &amp; Dragons, 5th EditionCaracter levels1-11Campaign settingForgotten RealmsAuthorsChris Perkins, Will Doyle, Steve Winter, with additional design by Adam Lee and history consultancy by Pendleton WardFirst publishedSEber 8, 2017ISBN978-0786966103 Tomb
of Annihilation is an adventure module for the 5th edition of the fantasy role-playing game Dungeons &amp; Dragons. The Summary Tomb of Annihilation centers around deathcurse, a disease that slowly kills anyone who has risen from the dead and prevents someone who has died from being raised, and the Soulmonger artifact that caused the disease. [2]
The campaign narrative begins with the group hired by Syndra Silvane, a wealthy former adventurer who is grieving with the Deathcurse. Its sources have traced the Soulmonger to the ancient jungles of Chult. [...] In essence, Tomb of Annihilation follows a classic quest structure. The party has a goal, a deadline—Silvane is slowly dying, so every day the
group spends exploring the approach to permanent death—and an expanding expansion of dangerous desert stands in its way. This adventure module is designed to take the player's characters from the 1st level to the 11th level. [4] The index lists the following sections:[5] Dramatis Personae Introduction Chapter 1: Port Nyanzaru Chapter 2: Earth Earth
Chult Chapter 3: Residents of the Forbidden City Chapter 4: Night Snake Fane Chapter 5: Tomb of the Nine Gods Appendix A: Background of Character Appendix B: Random Encounters Appendix C: Appendix D Discoveries: Monsters and NPCs Appendix E: Player Handouts Appendix F: Trickster Gods of Omu Stat Blocks Publication history The new
module was announced in June 2017 during the livestreamed stream of Annihilation event on the Wizards of the Coast Twitch site. [6] Tomb of Annihilation was released on September 8, 2017 as a 256-page hardcover book. It was also released as a digital product through the following Wizards of the Coast licensees: D&amp;D Beyond, Fantasy Grounds
and Roll20. [1] Tomb of Annihilation was inspired by the classic adventure module Tomb of Horrors, a deadly dungeon made by D&amp;D co-creator Gary Gygax himself. [7] Polygon reported that Wizards of the Coast enlisted more playtesters to try out the Dungeons &amp; Dragons Tomb of Annihilation module than any adventure it has released before.
Why? Because they feared no one would survive. [7] The stage of Chult's module in the Forgotten Realms was last explored in the 2nd edition of Dungeons &amp; Dragons. [7] In October 2017, Kotaku reported that Chris Perkins said no black writer or consultant worked on Tomb of Annihilation. On the design of the book, Perkins said: We didn't want to
create a city that felt behind... It's a Chultans story retrieving its own city and land and redefining who they are and moving from the idea of tribe warfare to a more business culture. [...] The land in which they live is a wilderness. That's just part of what Chult is. It's a monster place. Our intention was to show the Chultans not only to have survived, but to have
risen above it, to dispel the tribal nature at war that previously defined them and which are now truly prosperous. [8] On June 17, 2020, following George Floyd's protests, Wizards of the Coast announced: When every D&amp;D book is reprinted, we have the opportunity to correct bugs that we or the D&amp;D community generally discovered in that book.
Every year, we use those opportunities to fix a variety of things, including judgmental errors. In the recent reprints of Strahd's Tomb of Annihilation and Curse, for example, we changed text that was racially insensitive. These reprints have already been printed and will be available in the coming months. We will continue this process, reviewing each book as it
is presented for reprinting and correcting such errors where they are present. [10] Related products The 7th season of D&amp;D Adventurers League was themed around the history of Tomb of Annihilation. It includes an adventure module that acts as a hook to drive to the book, level 1 and 2 [which] expand in the Story of Annihilation Tomb and set the stage
for the level 3 and 4 play, which retouches just after the characters complete the hardcover adventure. [11] The 14th expansion of the neverwinter Neverwinter video game The free massively multiplayer role-playing game online with the story of Tomb of Annihilation, which includes a new campaign, a new dungeon and two new zones. [12] WizKids, a
licensee of Wizards of the Coast, released 44 painted prepin miniatures corresponding to the adventure, including the lich Acererak. [13] In October 2017, WizKids released a Tomb of Annihilation themed board game that can be played as a standalone game or combined with the other cooperative board games of D&amp;D Adventure System. [14] Reception
In Publishers Weekly Best-selling Books Week Ending October 2, 2017, Tomb of Annihilation was #14 at Hardcover Nonfiction and sold 7,152 units. [16] Alex Springer, for SLUG magazine, reported that the Tomb of Annihilation is the kind of campaign that can bring out the best, or worst, in a dungeon master and highlighted mechanics such as new
character backgrounds, exploration controls, the appendix of the jungle-themed creature, and the persistent threat of permadeth due to the Soulmonger artifact. Springer wrote: When stacked against Storm King's Thunder, Tomb of Annihilation feels beatoly aerodynamic and focused on adventure. There is no policy to navigate, there are no sieges to the
weather, it is just a deep dive into a relentless desert to destroy an artifact that cannot be destroyed. [3] Cameron Kunzelman, for Paste, noted that the adventure is unique compared to previous modules and that Chult's jungles are designed to try to kill you. Kunzelman wrote: However, it is important to note that jungles and dangers also have a slight feeling
of 'the darkest in Africa', and the Chultan people are dark-skinned. Narrative rhythms in Tomb come largely from familiar sources such as Edgar Rice Burroughs or Jules Verne, and these works have a long racialized history that he often does not face. [...] While the literary and visual content tomb borrows makes design and images interesting, I think
magicians could have done more to interrogate those texts than they borrowed and how they have a complicated past with general representations of 'Africa' in large. [17] Cecilia D'Anastasio, for Kotaku, noted that the adventure uses outdated stereotypes of African cultures and colonialism themes that go back to the creation of the Chult environment.
D'Anastasio wrote: Here's the problem: While many players I spoke to enjoyed how Chult's history and political structures expanded into Tomb of Annihilation (and enjoyed the plot of adventure in general), they were still not impressed by its execution. Its surroundings are an amalgam of African cultures, a common trope in the mid-20th century that flattens
the dimensionality of human experiences on the continent, containing hundreds of groups [8] References to b Tomb of Annihilation Product Page. Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Retrieved 2020-06-18. David, Ari (2020-03-20). Dungeons &amp; Dragons: Acererak, the menacing zombie wizard, explained. Cbr. Obtained A b Springer, Alex (2018-02-12). Review:
Dungeons and Dragons - Tomb of Annihilation. SLUG magazine. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Tomb of Annihilation Product Page. Roll20. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Perkins, Chris; Doyle, Will; Winter, Steve (2017). Tomb of annihilation. Adam Lee, Pendleton Ward. Renton, Washington: Wizards of the Coast. ISBN 978-0-7869-6610-3. OCLC 990286529. Watch
D&amp;D reveal new story with Stream of Annihilation livestream. VentureBeat. 2017-06-02. Retrieved 2020-06-18. A b c Nelson, Samantha (2017-06-20). The next D&amp;D module is an adventure based on the classic Tomb of Horrors. Polygon. Retrieved 2020-06-18. A b D'Anastasio, Cecilia (2017-10-18). Dungeons &amp; Dragons stumbles upon your
review of the game's main black culture. Jezebel. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Thomas, Jeremy (2020-06-17). Dungeons &amp; Dragons taking steps to solve racial and ethnic problems with the 5th edition. 411MANIA. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Whitbrook, James (2020-06-18). Dungeons &amp; Dragons Team announces new plans to address race and inclusivity in
the game. io9. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Lindsay, Chris (2017-09-01). Tomb of Annihilation ? Adventurers League: Substitute characters. Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Neverwinter's Annihilation Tomb brings the latest D&amp;D story to PS4 and Xbox One. VentureBeat. 2017-09-12. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Perkins, Chris; Lee, Adam (June
28, 2017). Emission 14: Tomb of Annihilation. Dragon+. Retrieved 2020-06-18. •Tomb of Annihilation Adventure System Board Game ? Product page. Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Publishers Weekly Best-Seller Lists? Later number 10/02/2017. PublishersWeekly.com. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Publishers Weekly best-selling books.
Williamsport Sun-Gazette. October 8, 2017. Archived from the original on 2020-06-18. Retrieved 2020-06-18. Kunzelman, Cameron (2017-11-17). Expand your dungeon and dragon campaign with these two new books. Paste Magazine. Retrieved 2020-06-18. External links Wizards of the Coast product page Player Handouts Adventurers League Tomb of
Annihilation Primer Dragon+ issue 14 (June 28, 2017): Tomb of Annihilation Recovered from
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